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Vowels and consonants are two types of letters in the English alphabet. The sound of vowels is created when the air flows smoothly, without interruption, through the throat and mouth. Different vowel sounds are produced as a speaker of the shape and placement of articulators (parts of the throat and
mouth). In contrast, consonant sounds occur when the air flow is obstructed or interrupted. If this sounds confusing, try making p sound and k sound. You will notice that when you create the sound you manipulated your mouth and tongue to briefly interrupt the flow of air from your throat. Consonant
sounds have a clear beginning and end, while vowel sounds flow. The pronunciation of each vowel is determined by the position of the vowel in the syllable and the letters that follow it. Sounds vowel can be short, long or quiet. If a word contains only one vowel, and that vowel appears in the middle of the
word, the vowel is usually pronounced as a short vowel. This is especially true if the word is very short. Examples of short vowels in monosyllabic words include: AtBatMatBetWetLedRedRedFixRobLotCupBut This rule can also be applied to monosyllabic words, which is a little longer:
RantChantSleptFledChipStripFlopChug When a short word with one vowel ends with s, l, or f, the final consonant doubles as in: If there are two vowels in the word, but the first vowel is accompanied by double consonants, the sound of vowels short, for example: MatterCannonRibbonWobbleBunny If
there are two vowels in the word and two , the first vowels are usually short, for example: LanternBasketTicketBucket Long vowel sound is the same as the name of the vowel itself. Follow these rules: Long sound AY as in a cake. Long E sound EE in the sheet. Long I sound AHY as in like. Long O sound
OH, like a dice. Long U sound YOO, as in a person or OO, as in raw. Long vowels are often created when two vowels appear side by side in the syllable. When vowels work as a team to make a long vowel sound, the second vowel is silent. Examples: Double e also makes a long vowel sound: vowels I
often makes a long sound in a single word, if vowel follows two consonants: This rule does not apply when I should consonant th, ch, or sh, as in: Long vowel sound is created when vowel, as in: StripeStakeConceBiteBiteSizeRodeCute Long sound u can sound like yoo or oo, such as: Long
CuteFluteFueFuPerme when it appears in a single word and is accompanied by two consonants, as in these examples: A few exceptions occur when o appears in one syllable word that ends in th or sh : Sometimes combinations of vowels and consonants (e.g. Y and W) create unique sounds. Letters oi
can make a OY sound when they appear in the middle of the syllable: Same made with letters oh when they appear at the end of the syllable: Similarly, the letters ou makes a distinct sound when they appear in the middle of the syllable: the same sound can be made by the letters ow when they appear at
the end of the syllable: a long sound o is also created by the letters ow when they appear at the end of the syllable: Letters ay make a long sound as well: the letter Y can make a long sound as well: the letter Y can make a long sound. if it appears at the end of a one-syllable word: letters i.e. can make a
long e sound (except after c): the letters ei can make a long e sound when they follow with : The letter u can make a long electronic sound if it appears at the end of the word, and it follows one or more consonants: BonyHolyRosySassyFieryToastyly search for freefind advanced English Sometimes W
replaces U, especially in the digraph 'ow.') Each vowel can be pronounced in several ways. This page explains when every sound is usually used. Use these links to go to the section below on the page: Other Vowel sounds (including those affected by the following 'R')More information about vowel
sounds and spelling. Short Vowels The most common sound for each vowel is its short sound: pronounced // as in an apple, a frying pan or mate, ĕ, is pronounced /ɛ/ as in an elephant, pen or encounter, ĭ, pronounced /ɪ/ as in insects, pins or mittens, ŏ, pronounced /ɒ/ as in an octopus, ostrich, on, or
motto, and ŭ, pronounced /ʌ/ as in an umbrella, or a bong. (The international phonetic symbol of the alphabet for each sound is inside the backslashes://. You don't need to understand the symbols of the IPA; just look at the example of a word you know how to pronounce. When syllables end in vowel and
then agree (as in the examples above), vowel is usually short. If there is more than one consonant, the vowel is almost always short. This becomes important as a way to keep the same vowel sound when adding -ed to put a verb in the past tense. We often double the ending by consonant to keep the
short vowel short. For example, the past stop time is stopped. Otherwise the silent 'e' rule below (which also applies when followed by a 'd') will give it a long 'o' sound like soap or hope. See a simple explanation of past strenuous spelling changes. Long vowels of the alphabet sounds (when the vowel
says its name) are called long vowels. We call them long because we keep them longer than short sounds. However, they are completely different sounds - no longer a longer version of the same sound. Long A (I), pronounced /eɪ/ as at the end or mate, Long E (I), is pronounced /iː/ as in food or meat (or
meet or meth - pronounced the same), Long I (I), pronounced /aɪ / as in a tick or maybe, Long O (I), pronounced /oʊ / as in oats, moe or moat, and long U (I), pronounced /me /me as in mute or /uː/, as in blue. Silent 'E': When a vowel and a consonant is followed by 'e', 'e' is almost always silent, but this
causes the previous vowel to be long. (Examples: spruce, plane, Pete, bite, nine, rope, note, cube, flute.) Other long vowels: the vowel at the end of the syllable is almost always long. Examples: Me, us, it, it, go, try, potatoes and tomatoes. (Some English speakers use short a in the 2nd syllable, while
others use long as well, but both O are long for all.) -Igh and -ight tend to long me (and silence GH): bright, wrestling, high, light, maybe night, right, sigh, vision, tight. Often the first letter of vowel combinations, especially 'ai', 'ay', 'ea' (sometimes - see Digraphs, below), 'ee', 'oa', will be long, and the
second will be silent. (Old rhyme for children says: When 2 vowels walk, the first does the talking.) So simple sounds just like airplane, meat and meet like meth, etc. however, there are many exceptions. (See the link to English Vowel Digraphs, at the bottom of this page, for the most common ones.)
Common examples: Short and long vowels These contrasts demonstrate the rules (in each column, first short, then long): A: shortback snack fad mad Sam E: short bed Ben men ten I: short lick hid slid dim Tim O: short robe hop mop U: short cub bath hug: longbake snake disappear made / maid same E:
long bean ball means me: long, long. How to hide slide penny time O: long robe hope mope U: long cube tube huge: short can plantap cat rat E: short bet met pet set I: short fin shin bit burns sit O: short crib do not rot U: short cut flutter mutter: long cane plain / Planetape Kate speed E: long kick / beetroot
mete / meat / meet : long coat note rote/wrote U: long cute flute dumb A: shortbacksnackfadmadfadmadcanplantapatE: shortbedBenmentenbetsetI: shortlickhidsliddimfinlitsitO: shortrobhopmopcotnotU: shortcubtubhug Acut: longbakesnakadeamecaneplain/planetapeateE:
longbeadbeanmeanteenbeat/beetseat: longlikehideslidedimefinelight/litesight/siteO: longrobehopemopecoatnoteU: longcubetubehugecute AdvertisingIt English Vowel Sounds (Schwa or R-Controlled) In addition to long and short sounds, there are other sounds of English. Any vowel in an
unconconspoded syllable has a neutral or stitch / sound. Examples: and in the above, or approve, e in an accident, camera or mathematics, I'm in a family or an officer, about in freedom or purpose, or wu in the industry or succeed. Two vowels written together (digraphs) can be a diphthong combining two
sounds (e.g. oi/oy in a boy, dot or ointment). Instead, they can be pronounced in different other ways, depending on the combination. See Vowel Digraphs for the full if the vowel is in front of R, it changes in quality and is neither long nor short. (ER, IR and UR often - though not always - the same sound.)
Examples with phonetic symbols:/ɑr/ -- hand, car, charge, darkness, farm, air is known to be naked/bear, hair, spare, tear (pull apart paper or cloth), there, very, where / ɪər /-- beer, ear, hear / here, near, tear (from crying) / ɜr / - bird, burn, first, fur, herd, earth, service, sir, third, thirty, turn urgently, worse /
yur / - baker, better, more, doctor, letter, less, summer / ɔr / - for, important, more, north, or exceptions, Dialects, and help Pretty many common words, written with O pronounced with a short sound U: about love, money, some, the son, some. (This means that some and the amount of homophones: they
sound the same. See the course below for more examples and practices. Different English dialects pronounce certain vowels differently than the general rules given above. For example, in California and much of the U.S., as in the father or want sounds like au in audio or short about in a pot or hot. In
many other places this is not the case. Spruce, the past time is, pronounced with a long a (/eɪ/) in North America, but more often, as (with a short e) in British English. Another example: /ɜr/ in poultry, burn, earth, etc., is usually pronounced /'r/ in the U.S. and some other areas. Don't worry about these
differences. English speakers can almost always understand people who speak other English dialects. If you live in any area for a while, you'll be able to adjust to them - and most of them aren't very different. For the exact pronunciation of any English vowels, consult a good dictionary. Most lists the
sound symbols they use on one of the front pages. Good online dictionaries, such as the Oxford Dictionary of Advanced Learner, allow you to listen to pronunciation. (This dictionary gives both British and American pronunciations of each word.) Updated course on English Vowel Sounds and Spelling Are
you interested in learning more about the relationship between English vowel sounds and spelling? There have been so many positive comments on this page that I have developed a short course about it. I recently improved it and also added a section on words over one syllable, especially some



important academic words. Knowing what kind of syllable to emphasize can make these words much easier to pronounce (and spell). The course can help you learn more words that you know when you read them. It will also help you spell better and pronounce new words. Find out more and sign up here.
If there are certain things that you particularly want to learn about vowel sounds or spelling, you can also leave a comment or question in the box below. If you want, you can download a PDF summary on short and long English vowels (as requested in the comments). (It includes color images to help you
recognize every sound as described in the update above. on R-controlled vowels and other vowel sounds: AU, oi, oo, ou and more.) Since English has adopted words (and often some of their sounds) from many other languages, none of these rules has always these English vowels will help you guess
the pronunciation of the words you are reading. For this reason, they can also help you guess their value if you've heard them but haven't read them before. They should also help make English spelling a little easier. English spelling and pronunciation are complex - almost crazy! It helps to have a good
sense of humor and not worry too much about them. Get to know them when you have a chance. If you need to know the pronunciation, check the dictionary! This is one really safe rule. Advertising This color vowel chart has more information and references to memorizing vowel sounds using colors. You
can also like: They can all help you pronounce what you read - or spell what you can say. Home - ESL Reading - English Vowels Haven't Found What You Needed? Explain what you want in the search box below. (For example, cognates, past strenuous practice, or get along with.)) Click to see the
relevant page on EnglishHints. search site freefind extended report this ad ad long and short vowel sounds list pdf. list of words with long and short vowel sounds. long and short e vowel sounds list. long and short u vowel sounds list. long and short o vowel sounds list
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